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Special Things to Note:

Nov. 22-24: NO SCHOOL
Dec. 9: Birthday Breakfast for Jesus

Dec. 10: 1-2 Hosts Coffee Hour
Dec. 17: Christmas Program

Please check and sign planners or 
communication folders every night.

Star of the Week:
Celia

Math Notes:
First grade studied +0 addition facts 

and -1 subtraction facts.  They also learned 
how to cover a design in different ways and 

figure out how to add 10 to a number.

Second grade learned more about 
comparing, naming, and writing fractions.  
They also learned adding 10 to a two digit 

number, +12 addition facts, and how to read a 
recipe. Then we made cookies!

Reading/Language Arts Notes
First grade continued working on words that 
have the -ng and -le spelling patterns.  They 
also learned about repeating lines in a poem, 

then created their own.  Then, they practiced 
identifying rhyming words.  In LA, they learned 

how to identify a noun as singular or plural.

Second graders learned about words with the 
-aw, -aul, -al, and -all spelling patterns.  They 

also discussed homonyms and how to use 
context to discover their meanings.  In LA, 
they learned about preposition, object of a 

preposition, and prepositional phrases.

Word of God
Our bible stories focused on how 
God wants us to love and forgive 

others as He loves and forgives us.  
We also learned that God has a 

plan for us and we should trust his 
plan and be thankful for our 

blessings.

Stories to read at home for next 
week in your yellow folder are:

Moses Leaves Egypt
God Calls Moses

(see other side for memory work)

Social Studies
We discussed landforms and 

different climates.

Spelling List
     First    Second
after     zipper   toy        enjoy
clerk     tested     annoy    boil
rested   bumped   join       again
jumped  smelled   alive     alone
yelled  beside  behind

 between  begin
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